To solve a Murder Mystery Treasure Trail you usually have to get outside exploring to find the answers. However, this is a special puzzle that you can do from the comfort of your own home, because all the answers to the clues can be found in the wordsearch below.

The ace Treasure Trails Trail writer Diddy Findit has been bumped off. Unfortunately the police don’t know whether the murder was linked to her work or her private life. We need you to solve the wordsearch and discover the weapon, motive, killer and location.

Hidden in the grid are 5 suspects, 5 motives, 5 locations, and 5 weapons. Find all 20 and you will be left with one of each from the lists on the right; this is the solution to the puzzle.

To see if you are right and to be entered into the prize draw, submit your answer on the Treasure Trails website - www.treasuretrails.co.uk. Enter the answer with the numbers of the remaining words, going from smallest to largest and no spaces between i.e. 1121424 would mean a solution of poison, revenge, Wilson and hall.

Go to www.treasuretrails.co.uk to see our full list of Murder Mystery, Treasure Hunt and Spy Mission Treasure Trails.

Solution: